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AbStrAct  

In this report, we present our results from various studies to qualitatively discriminate the common military 
explosives viz.  RDX, TNT and HMX in their pure form at a distance of ~6.5 m in standoff mode using femtosecond 
(fs) filament induced breakdown spectroscopy technique (fs FIBS) together with principal component analysis.  
A ~30 cm length fs filament obtained by a two-lens configuration was used to interrogate those energetic molecules 
in the form of pressed pellets (150 mg each). The plasma emissions were collected by a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope 
(SCT) from a distance of ~8 m away from the investigation zone. Additionally, a few significant results obtained 
from the LIBS-based investigations of nitroimidazoles with respect to the standoff distance (~2 m) are discussed. 
Furthermore, we have also summarised a few important results from our recent investigations of bulk energetic 
materials in various configurations (including those with fs filaments). The results obtained from various fs FIBS 
configurations corroborate that the filament generation and its properties, the size and f-number of collection optics 
influence signal strength in the FIBS technique.  These results project the fs FIBS technique as a potential technique 
for investigations aimed at hazardous materials and harsh environments in the standoff mode.
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1. INtrODUctION
Discrimination and labelling of high energy materials 

(HEMs)/explosives is an immediate concern to restrict their 
illegitimate transport, thaw the terrorist activities and safe 
guard the civilians1. Though there are several lab based 
techniques and electronic sensors for detecting explosives, 
they are capable of providing only near-field detection (such as 
optical and chemical based sensors) or limited to the presence 
of a particlular moiety or bond (such as chemiluminescence 
technique, which cannot identify the non-nitro explosives)2. 
Furthermore, few of these techniques can not provide real-
time detection and require sample collection (such as mass 
spectrometry)3. Consequently, more often than not, safety of 
the operator as well as the device is at stake. Over the past 
couple of decades, as an alternative to conventional techniques, 
several laser-based spectroscopic techniques including Raman 
spectroscopy, photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) and laser 
induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) are being developed 
for the identification/discrimination of explosives though with 
certain limitations4-7. In addition to these techniques, a new 
standoff spectroscopy detection technique based on quartz 
tuning fork (QTF) has recently been reported for remote 
sensing chemical hazards substances8, which has significant 
advantages on traditional microphone based PAS or power 
meter based reflection spectroscopy9-11. LIBS is an optical 
emission spectroscopic technique offering in-situ, multi 
elemental analysis of various samples in single shot in both 

the near-field as well as standoff modes12-15. The availability 
of commercialised and miniaturised nanosecond (ns) lasers 
has led to compact man-portable16, handheld LIBS systems 
and as well as field-deployable standoff systems17 for the 
investigation of various samples of interest. Nanosecond laser 
systems have been widely used to carry out LIBS experiments 
to investigate organic materials and correlate their molecular 
structure, especially for explosives, in order to identify  
them18-20. Since LIBS spectra (unlike the Raman spectra) are not 
the fingerprints of an organic explosives (containing C, H, N, 
O) several chemometric techniques have been used in tandem 
to classify the explosives21. Simultaneously explosive finger 
prints and traces have been investigated on various surfaces 
(metallic, organic and inorganic surfaces) using ns lasers up 
to ~60 m22,23. 

Though femtosecond (fs) pulses offer numerous 
advantages for LIBS studies such as precise interrogation, less 
heat effected zones24,25, their use has been limited to proximal 
setups, especially in case of explosive detection26. These (fs) 
pulses received serious attention after the demonstration 
of propagation for several hundreds of meters in the form 
of filaments27,28. The fs pulses were successfully utilised in 
atmospheric sensing29, and biological simulants30. Laserna31,  et al. 
from their detailed experimental studies revealed that 
atmospheric turbulence can affect the divergence and focusing 
of ns beam leading to beam wandering and a significant 
reduction in irradiance delivered at remote locations. Long 
range propagation of high peak-power fs laser pulses has been 
demonstrated successfully by several groups27. However Jin32,33, Received : 16 August 2019, Revised : 09 March 2020 
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et al. have reported the irregular intensity distribution in fs 
filaments after travelling 20 m in air (500 GW power, τ = 
60 fs, beam diameter 30 mm). It was also concluded that 
filamentation could be controlled by adjusting the beam 
divergence and laser power. Likewise, detailed studies 
from Fisher34, et al. revealed that the onset of filamentation 
i.e. position of formation of filament can be controlled 
by the use of a vortex phase plate element. Chin35, et al. 
demonstrated the elongation of plasma channel generated by 
temporally shaped fs pulses. The phenomenon of ablation 
with short pulses (<10 ps) differs from long pulses (ns) and 
results in different molecular to atomic species intensities. 
Emissions from molecular species is predominant in fs 
LIBS than in ns LIBS owing to more fragmentation in 
former case due to the lack of plasma-pulse reheating 
and low plasma temperature36. Therefore, employing fs 
pulses for explosive detection in standoff mode is not only 
interesting but challenging as well. Here, we demonstrate 
the discrimination of three explosive molecules of (a) 
RDX (1,3,5-Trinitro-1,3,5-triazinane) (b) HMX (1,3,5,7-
Tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane) and (c) TNT (2-methyl-
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene) using fs ST-FIBS technique in tandem 
with principal component analysis (PCA) and importantly 
at a standoff distance of ~6.5 m. Further, various factors 
influencing the signal strength in the standoff mode as well as 
the advantage of using nanoparticles for trace investigation of 
HEMs are discussed systematically from results obtained in 
various configurations using fs pulses/fs filaments in the form 
of a mini review. 

2. ExpErImENtAl DEtAIlS
The schematic presented in Fig. 1 describes the three 

experimental configurations utilised to investigate the 
energetic materials. Femtosecond pulses (~50 fs at 800 nm, 
1 kHz) delivered by an ultrafast Ti:Sapphire laser system (~4 
mJ total energy, 1 kHz repetition rate) were used to investigate 
the high energy materials in ambient air. The emissions from 
laser/filament-induced plasma were coupled through an optical 
fiber (600 µm core diameter) to a Mechelle 5000 spectrograph 
attached with an ICCD (possessing a 0.05 nm resolution @ 
500 nm). Table 1 summarizes the different types of focusing 

optics, collection optics, the focusing and collection distances 
employed in all the three configurations. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) 
respectively show the front view and side view of the collection 
optics ME-OPT-0007 (D1) and Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope 
(D2) used in the various configurations. Pellets of pure HEMs 
powders weighing 150 mg were pressed into pellets of 12 mm 
diameter, 3 mm thickness using a hydraulic press (Carver Co.) 
for 10 min at 3-ton pressure.

 
3. rESUltS AND DIScUSSIONS

Although LIBS is a multi-elemental analysis technique, 
the spectral data often contains lines resulting from excited 
atoms and the molecular bands from excited radicals. The 
molecular bands in the LIBS spectra could result from various 
scenarios such as (i) formation of excited dimers from the 
fragmentation of sample during the ablation and (ii) various 
recombination reactions within the plasma constituents as well 
as from those between the plasma and ambient constituents. 
There are several applications of these molecular bands in 
analysing organic samples (for instance, plastics containing 
hydrocarbon chains and energetic materials). The LIBS spectra 

Figure 1.  A schematic of the three experimental configurations employed 
for the investigation of high energy materials (HEms) using 
fs pulses (1) fs St-lIbS1 (up to ~2 m), (2) r-lIbS (~10 cm/ 
~8.5 m) and (3) fs ST-FIBS (~6.5 m/ ~8 m). FM-flip mirror; 
M-mirror; L-lens; A-aperture; P-plasma; T-target; HWP-half 
wave plate; BP- Brewster polarizer.

table 1. Summary of the various focusing conditions in three different fs lIbS geometries utilised in the present study

Configuration fs St-FIbS1 remote lIbS fs St-FIbS2

Beam path in the 
setup

Dotted line: FM1 (down)-M1-FM2 (down)-
M2-A1-HWP-BP-A2-L1-target

Dashed line: FM1 (down)-M1-FM2 
(up)-M3-HWP-BP-M4-A3-L2- Target

Solid line: FM1 (up)-M5-
L3-L4-Target

Focusing optics Five lenses of different focal lengths (a) 10 cm 
(b) 30 cm (c) 50 cm (d) 100 cm (e) 200 cm.

A single plano convex of 10 cm focal 
length

L3:[PCX (f=100cm, 2″); and 
L4: PCV (f=-50cm, 2″)])

Collecting optics Andor ME-OPT-0007 (D1); entrance aperture 
of 2’’ diameter and f-number equal to f/7; 
transmission wavelength uV-VIS-NIR region 
(200-1000 nm)

Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope (SCT) 
(D2); entrance aperture of 6″ diameter 
and f-number equal to f/10; transmission 
wavelength 370-880 nm 

S c h m i d t - C a s s e g r a i n 
Telescope (SCT) (D2)

Focusing length 10 cm, 30 cm, 50 cm, 100 cm, 200 cm. 10 cm ~6.5 m (the distance between 
L4 and target)

Collection length (a) 10 cm (b) 30 cm (c) 50 cm (d) 100 cm (e) 
200 cm in such a way that both focusing and 
collection distances are the same.

~8.5 m (target to the SCT) ~8 m (distance between 
target and SCT)
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of organic explosives are analogous to that of plastics due 
to similar atomic constituents i.e. C, H, N and O. The LIBS 
spectra of pure organic high energy materials were composed 
of molecular emission bands of (a) CN violet bands (B2Σ+ → 
X2Σ+) [in the spectral region 358-420 nm corresponding to Δν 
values of 1, 0, -1 respectively] (b) C2 swan bands (d3Πg→ a3Πu) 
[in the spectral range of 465-565 nm with maximum intensity 
at Δν=0] along with the atomic emissions of C, H, N and O. The 
atomic peaks and molecular bands were identified using the 
NIST database37 and Gaydon and Pearse molecular database 
(handbook)38, respectively. 

3.1 results from fs St-FIbS1 (configuration 1) and 
remote-lIbS (configuration 2) 
A set of five (5) imidazole molecules (energetic molecules 

developed in-house) were investigated in at five different 
standoff positions using fs ST-FIBS1 setup39. Thus five plano-
convex lenses of different focal lengths (i.e. 10 cm, 30 cm, 50 
cm, 100 cm, and 200 cm) were utilised to focus the fs laser 
pulses on to the sample and to create the plasma while the 
emissions were collected by D1. The detector D1 was fixed 
adjacent to the focusing lens and was moved, adjusted/tilted 
for each of the standoff distances so that the collection distance 
was identical to focusing distance. When the fs pulses were 
focused by long focal length lenses [f> 30 cm] a filament of 
~2 cm to ~10 cm was witnessed. At each position 15-20 FIBS 
spectra of each sample (in pure pellet form) were recorded. 
FIBS spectra of a series of nitroimidazoles recorded at each 
position in the fs ST-FIBS1 configuration were reported in 
our earlier work39. The spectra of energetic molecules were 

composed of C, N, H, and O atomic emissions and CN, C2 
molecular emissions. Further, we could discriminate all the 
five molecules using principle component analysis (PCA) 
of the FIBS data. 

We observed that the spectral intensity of all plasma 
constituents decreased as the collection distance increased. 
Figures 3(a), 3(b) illustrate the decrease in the intensity of C 
I (247.8 nm) atomic emission and CN molecular band head 
at 388.4 nm of 4nitro-imidazole with respect to increase 
in the standoff distance. Both the intensities were fitted to 
exponential decay (e-αx) and inverse square decay (1/x2) 
where ‘x’ is the standoff distance. From Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) 
data it is obvious that the emissions decayed exponentially 

with R2 value being higher for the exponential decay. Figure 
3(c) depicts the trend of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated 
with carbon atomic emission and CN molecular band head for 
the 4-NIm molecule. The SNR of C atomic emission decayed 
exponentially whereas the SNR associated with CN emissions 
did not change much. This could be attributed to the fs filament 
interaction, which results in low plasma temperatures favoring 
molecular formation rather the atomisation of radicles. Further, 
the decrease in the SNR could be related to (a) a decrease in 
the detector solid angle (b) a decrease in the intensity delivered 
at the focal region due to increase in the spot-size and (c) a 
decrease in the energy per unit length of the filament. 

In the remote-LIBS setup (configuration 2) the proof of 
concept of collection of plasma emissions from a far distance 
(~8.5 m) was demonstrated by investigating metals and HEMs 
(nitro-imidazoles and nitro-pyrazoles) and were successfully 
discriminated using PCA39. The first three PCs contributing for 
the classification was 88 %, which is essentially equal to the 
contribution of PCs at 30 cm in ST-FIBS1 configuration with 
D1 as collection optics. The increase in the efficiency of PCs 
can be attributed to the increase in aperture size of the telescope 
which subtends larger solid angle at the plasma source. The 
results corroborate the usage of telescopes with large entrance 
aperture for overcoming the difficulties associated with small 
collection optics while working on standoff investigations. 

3.2 Discrimination of HEms in St-FIbS2 
(configuration 3) using Femtosecond Filaments
After demonstrating the discrimination of energetic/

explosive materials in remote mode, the limitation of focusing 

Figure 2. Front view (a) and side view (b) of collection optics mE-
Opt-0007 (D1) and Schmidt-cassegrain telescopes (D2) for 
the comparison of entrance aperture and sizes.

Figure 3. Decrease in the intensity of (a) c I atomic emission (c I 247.8 nm), (b) cN molecular band head at 388.4 nm, and (c) trend 
in the signal-to-noise ratio of (SNr) of c I atomic emission [black squares] and cN molecular band head [blue circles] of 
4nitro-imidazole.
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fs pulses at a fixed position using a single lens was circumvented 
by using a combination of two lenses i.e. a plano-concave lens 
(demoted as PCV, f = -50 cm, 2″ diameter) to diverge the fs 
pulses and a plano-convex lens (denoted as PCX, f= 100 cm, 
2″ diameter) to converge them back. The advantage of such 
combined lens system is that the onset of filamentation can 
be controlled and the filaments can be focused at any desired 
location. Depending on the lens combinations one can focus 
the pulses at few meters to few hundreds of meters. We had 
earlier successfully investigated bimetallic targets (Ag@
Au, Ag@Cu)40 and a set of six energetic imidazoles41 in the 
same configuration. In both cases we could achieve excellent 
discrimination using the PCA.

3.2.1 Discrimination of RDX, HMX and TNT using 
PCA 

RDX, TNT, and HMX are the three explosive molecules 
that have been explicitly used in military ammunitions and 
landmines. It is very essential to detect these molecules in 
real time. The fs ST-FIBS2 spectra of these molecules were 
acquired with a gate delay of 50 ns, a gate width of 1 µs and an 
exposure time of 1.5 s combined with an ICCD gain of 3000 
and a total of 6 accumulations. Typical ST-FIBS2 spectrum 
of these molecules (out of 10-15 spectra) are reported in 
our earlier work42. The ST-FIBS2 spectra consisted of only 
CN (Δν=0) band with band head at 388.34 nm. The absence 
of carbon atomic emission line (C I) at 247.8 nm could be 
ascribed to the limitation of SCT (D2) where only visible/
NIR radiation is transmitted. The absence of other atomic lines 
such as H, N and O could be related the minimal breakdown 
of the air surrounding the fs plasma. Further, the low plasma 
temperatures generated in filament interaction could limit the 
time of persistence of these atomic transitions. 

The fs ST-FIBS spectra were analysed with principal 
component analysis (PCA) code developed in-house (and 
written in MATLAB). PCA reduces the multivariate data to 
the few dimensions Only the CN (Δν=0) band head in the 
385-389 nm spectral region was considered for the analysis as 
the other atomic signatures such as C, H and O were absent. 
Figure 4(a) illustrates the 3D score plot and 4(b) presents the 
principal components (PCs) obtained from the PCA analysis. 
The first three PCs obtained in the PCA analysis accounted for 
88% (85%, 2%, and 1%) of the total variance existing in the 
data set.

3.2.2 Investigation of Enhancement in the LIBS/FIBS 
Signal of Bulk and Trace Explosives 

Several improvisations in LIBS methodology have been 
projected to improve the sensitivity of LIBS which include 
but not limited to double pulse LIBS, resonance LIBS, and 
various hyphenated or hybrid techniques where magnetic field 
or spark were generated to improve the signal strength and, 
consequently, led to an increase in the Limit of detections43-

45. However, employing these techniques makes the system 
bulkier with increased level of difficulty to operate. Recently 
nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NE-LIBS) technique has 
received attention from several research groups owing to its 
as it is execution and setup, availability of various plasmonic 
and metallic NPs where the enhancement in analyte signal 
was achieved using nanoparticles46-50. After achieving an 
enhancement by a factor of two in the Cu LIBS signal using 
Ag NPs (obtained with fs pulses) in near-field51, we could 
achieve (and recently reported) a two-factor enhancement in 
(a) LIBS signal of HEMs i.e. nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted 
aryl-tetrazole in near-field configuration and (b) FIBS signal 
of TNT recorded in the standoff mode through drop-casting 10 
µl of Ag nanospheres [stabilised in citrate solution as shown 
in Fig. 5(a)]. Furthermore, the potential of fs filaments was 
demonstrated for investigating explosive traces in ST-FIBS2 
setup at ~6.5 mm by investigating a residue of CL-20 on a 
brass substrate as a proof of concept41. 

To achieve a 50 mM solution, 22 mg of CL-20 powder 
was dissolved in 1 ml of acetone. A 50 µl (1 mg) was drop-
casted on a brass target which was spread over an area of 1 
cm2. After five minutes we observed that a layer of CL-20 
residue was formed at room temperature [due to evaporation 
of acetone]. An enhancement in the CN (338.34 nm) peak 
in the presence of standard Ag NPs [Fig. 5(b)] was observed 
confirming the presence of CL-20. However, in the absence 
of NPs we did not observe any CN band (typical signature 
of an organic energetic molecule). This clearly demonstrates 
that using NPs is an efficient alternative to detect traces44. The 
enhancements in the LIBS signal in the presence of NPs has 
been accredited to the electromagnetic field enhancement. This 

Figure 5. (a) tEm micrograph of 60 nm Ag nanospheres 
(Nanoxact, 0.02 mg/ml) (b) Uncovering of cN spectral 
signature at 338.34 nm of a cl-20 residue (1 mg/ 1 
cm2) using AgNps in standoff mode (~6.5 m)41.

(© re-printed with permission from OSA, OSA Continuum, 
2019, 2(3), 554-562)

Figure 4. (a) 3-D score plot and (b) first three PCs representing 
the important spectral features for the discrimination 
obtained from the principal component analysis (pcA) 
of St-FIbS2 spectra of rDx, tNt and Hmx.

ST-NE-FIBS (Trace)

Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)

(a) (b)
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field enhancement can essentially upsurge the LIBS emission 
signal up to 100 times with respect to the LIBS signal of a 
sample ablated using normal conditions46. It is believed that the 
NPs over the surface act as impurities thereby decreasing the 
optical breakdown threshold. Furthermore, they act as ignition 
centers and providing more seed electrons which improves the 
ablation efficiency resulting in the increased LIBS signal52. 
Thus NE-LIBS could be considered as a promising variant 
of LIBS for several applications especially in trace detection 
of explosives in both proximal and standoff configurations. 
Further, the potential of FIBS technique has the potential 
to extend to other important fields as well. For example, 
Burger 53, et al. have achieved the remote detection (10 m) 
of uranium using femtosecond filaments. They studied the 
effect of the femtosecond pulse chirp on the signals obtained. 
They recommend the usage of adaptive optics for further 
optimisation of the FIBS.

4. cONclUSIONS AND FUtUrE ScOpE
In the present article, the analytical capability of 

femtosecond filaments towards investigating energetic 
molecules/explosives is presented in the form of a mini-review. 
The systematic development of fs ST-FIBS setup highlighting 
the importance of filament generation conditions and properties 
of collection optics are also summarised. The application 
of fs FIBS in combination with PCA for the investigation/
discrimination of explosive molecules RDX, HMX and TNT in 
the form of pellets (~150 mg) at a standoff distance of ~6.5 m 
is demonstrated. Though trace (1 mg/1 cm2) explosive (CL-20) 
has been detected from ~6.5 m further studies are warranted 
to evaluate the potential of NE-FIBS for the trace detection of 
HEMs with primary focus on (a) optimising the laser energy, 
(b) spectral acquisition parameters and (c) type and propagation 
properties of filaments. This is because these parameters 
affect the LIBS plasma for standoff and trace analysis of 
any hazardous materials. Additionally, developing superior 
semi-supervised/supervised and/or machine learning based 
algorithms will help in not only distinguishing the explosives 
but also for unambiguous identification and labelling54-55. 
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